Now more than ever, a university should encourage you to gain knowledge and help you to find new ways to turn that knowledge into action. Our founder believed that an education should not only be good, but good for something. By infusing academics with the power of real experience, Drexel has developed a transformative model of experiential education over the last 100 years that turns ambitious thinkers into impassioned doers — visionaries not only equipped with a mastery of theories and concepts, but a proven track record of actualizing and expanding upon what they’ve learned in the real world. That kind of advanced expertise brings with it the potential to change everything.

At Drexel, experiential education is embedded into everything that we do. This holds true for our students, faculty, alumni, professional partners, and our community — anyone looking for the access and opportunity to take what is known and apply it in a different and meaningful way. It shapes our classroom and online experiences, co-op opportunities, research endeavors, industry collaborations, and our collective efforts to lift our city — and our world — to new heights. By embracing experiential education, Drexel has created a practical yet extraordinary differentiator that inspires intellectual exploration and yields concrete results.

And we are asking you to be a part of it: to learn with us, to discover with us, to partner with us. Whatever your passion, you’ll find that there is a community here for you. We want you to bring your drive, skills, curiosity, and willingness to learn what is being done today in order to create a new vision of what we can do tomorrow. Together, we can shape a better future. Let’s leverage our big ideas and unique experiences for the greater good.

**Join us. Because your experience matters.**